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Dear Student/Parent/Carer  
  
The Future We Want  
DoE  
Fraudulent letters relating to 16-19 bursary fund  
Celebrity Chef!  
Step up to Sixth Form – Session 2   
Activities Week Refunds  
New Heads of pastoral  
Extract from a parent’s academic diary  
  
I am privileged to be privy to fascinating insights into how staff are helping our young adults to experience 
learning at home.  I remember when platforms were just things we stood on at stations or wore (now that really 
shows one’s age…). These days we have other platforms such as: ShowMyHomework, Google Classroom, 
Hangout, Go4Schools, Edulink, Unifrog, Zoom, and the one we are utilising; Teams.  I know many staff are 
encouraging students’ engagement, through video conferencing and emails.  
What’s also striking are the efforts staff have made to get resources to students who aren’t part of the digitally 
rich and I would like to thank them for planning the work, and Mr Robson and his team for sending packs of 
work home.  
Let’s also recognise our Pastoral (pre / post-16) and SEND staff for making phone calls home to see how some of 
their charges are coping.  Also, sending year groups a weekly message and organising home visits in certain 
cases.  
I’m also really impressed by the many virtual staff meetings that are occurring.  I have been able to join some of 
these to help manage plans for the here and now, as well as for forthcoming weeks of home-learning – we have 
started to plan for an eventual return too (though we have had no clarity on this yet…).  All of this 
has highlighted for me the brilliant adaptability and creativity of our college staff and I thank those 
parents/carers who have contact me to express their gratitude and continuing support.  
I know that lots of very tricky decisions and logistical choices lie ahead, but I am confident we will manage them 
as well, as we have so far.  
  
The Future We Want  
Mrs Jenkins set a stretch and challenge task for her English groups to enter the Orwell Youth Prize for political 
writing. The task was to write about The Future We Want in any form they chose.  Hannah Empson (Year 
8) submitted this poem which Mrs Jenkins stated was both beautiful and inspirational, and I totally agree.  
  

The Future We Want  
  

Blue skies and green seas,  
Wide valleys and frosted peaks,  

Mile-long woodlands and dunes of sand,  
The happiness of a world that we hold in our hands,  
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A haven of glorious thriving life,  

Fish in the sea and birds in the sky,  
A myriad of colours, Mother Nature’s wish,  

Our dream for a world that we can all accomplish,  
  

The world at the moment is far from a dream,  
Twisting, breaking and bending at the seams,  

It’s all our faults, the work of man,  
So it’s our job to save this troubled land,  

  
If we want peace and harmony: to be at one with the world,  

Then new actions and plans we have to unfurl,  
Get the whole world believing we can make it right,  

For the perfect world we have to fight,  
  

Reduce our carbon footprint, stop driving cars,  
Use turbines and solar panels near and far,  

Plant trees through the world and stop cutting them down,  
Use less plastic and lets all start doing it now,  

  
We’ll make a difference; we’ll save our world,  

We’ll do what they said was impossible,  
We’ll change our ways and make our planet great,  

We’ll make sure that our world doesn’t have to wait,  
  

Blue skies and green seas,  
Wide valleys and frosted peaks,  

Mile-long woodlands and dunes of sand,  
The happiness of a world that we hold in our hands.  

  
DoE   
Miss Wyatt Please asked me to convey the message that if you have finished a section for your DoE you 
should get the assessor’s report. Lots of people are currently at home, so can easily write the report online for 
you.  
 Use this link https://www.dofe.org/run/assessors/ They need your ID number, the level you are completing 
(e.g. bronze) and the section the report is for (e.g. skill).  
Miss Wyatt will be going off on maternity leave at the end of June, so it makes it a lot easier for the person who 
takes over if you are all up to date with your assessor’s reports.  
If you are doing things during the lockdown and only your family are seeing you do it please send Miss 
Wyatt the evidence and she can write the assessors reports for you. She just needs proof that you have done it 
weekly, for the time stated and that you have reached some sort of goal/aim.   
   
Fraudulent letters relating to 16-19 bursary fund  
We have received the following warning (see below) from the DfE.  Please note that the only people you will 
ever hear anything about Bursary from is Selena or our Finance Team at college. Ignore any communications 
relating to Bursary received from all other person/s.  
I will take this opportunity to remind you that our 16-19 bursary is still going, so please let Selena know if you 
have any requests.  
  

https://www.dofe.org/run/assessors/
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Periods of instability, such as during the coronavirus pandemic, bring an increased risk of fraud.   Fraudsters will 
actively exploit these difficult times and will target vulnerable areas for financial gain.    
The ESFA have been informed some learners and parents have received a letter ‘from ESFA’ asking for personal 
learner bank details in relation to the 16 to 19 Bursary Fund. They will never ask for personal bank account 
details. This is a fraudulent letter – please do not respond.  
Where appropriate, it would be helpful for you to share this message with parents and students through your 
communication channels.  (DfE)  
  
Celebrity Chef!  

Check out our celebrity chef by clicking here.             Well done Miss Barrett!  I know lots of you are fund raising 
or donating but please take time to read the article and support her effort if you can.  
  
Step up to Sixth Form – Session 2   
Thank you to all of the positive comments received back about Session 1 of the revised Step Up Programme for 
Year 11 students intending to come to Sixth Form this September. I hope you have also found this a useful 
introduction to their next step in education. Until we have confirmation of any reopening of the college and in 
what format that will take, we are progressing with the sessions as planned via the remote route. Session 2 is 
concentrating on the subjects in more detail with the students being sent the link and details by Monday 4th at 
the latest to their college e mail. Any questions you have about this Programme or Sixth Form – please contact 
me at the college SBurroughs@honitoncollege.devon.sch.uk and I will be very pleased to help. Whilst this 
Programme is not mandatory for applicants to complete, it will greatly help them in the preparation for 
September with how they will work and the subjects they are choosing to take.  
  
Activities Week Refunds  
Refunds for Activities Week trips are being made; however, this is a slow process due to the change in system 
that Parent Pay have implemented.  Refunds are being made a trip at a time with Adventure Days Out being 
next.  
We have managed to obtain, this week, a refund from the travel company for the Germany trip and have also 
been successful in our insurance claim for the Berlin trip.  Once we receive the money, we will start the process 
of refunding.  However, please be patient as these will be impacted by the Parent Pay process as mentioned 
above.  
If you have any question or queries surrounding refunds please email  finance@honitoncollege.devon.sch.uk.  
  
New Heads of pastoral  
During lockdown we have continued to plan for next year as well as this, as per normal.  It has been a little more 
challenging under the circumstances, especially when it comes to observing social distancing for interviews!  
There are a number of new appointments I am pleased to share with you.   First of all I am delighted to 
announce the appointment of three Heads of Pastoral to cover Miss Wyatt’s maternity leave - congratulations 
to Miss Daw, Miss Blight and Miss Barrett.  Mr Skelding will be relinquishing Year 10 in order to support and 
mentor our new Heads of Pastoral. The new structure is:  
Mr Leach - Year 7  
Miss Daw – Year 7 into Year 8  
Miss Blight – Year 8 into Year 9  
Miss Barrett – Year 9 into Year 10  
Mr Skelding - Year 11  
Miss Wyatt will continue in post until her maternity leave commences towards the end of June.   
  
Also, due to start with us in September is Miss Phillips.  She will be an excellent addition to the Humanities 
department, her specialist subject being History.  
  

https://www.devonlive.com/news/devon-news/bake-donate-nominate-tiverton-charity-4082725
mailto:SBurroughs@honitoncollege.devon.sch.uk
mailto:finance@honitoncollege.devon.sch.uk
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Extract from a parent’s academic diary  
Apart from the odd bit of Ion therapy and some Covalent Bonding, this week we have been mostly arty and I 
have been taking instruction from the master on how to design, code, compose music and draw sprites for a 
video game - absolutely fascinating and I am impressed with his level of skill.  Sadly the same can’t be said about 
my drumming. Try as I might I just can’t seem to get all of my limbs to do different things at the same time! This 
reminded me of the time when I was 13 and absentmindedly attached my lyre to the slide of my trombone. 
Trying to march in step, move one arm in and out while focusing on the erratic music proved too much for my 
decorum and I was ordered to stand alone on the village green until the band came back around and I could 
‘behave in a more seemly manner.’  
My guitar skills are faring little better but I happily sing along to my own two string version of Fleetwood Mac’s 
‘The Chain.’  
If my teenager has learned anything these past few days it has been patience and I have to admit, seeing things 
from a (mature) student’s point of view has given me a far greater respect for the challenges facing teachers.  
I think we will both emerge from isolation with a more tolerant view of the world.  
Stay safe and keep looking forward.  
  
Take care,  
  

  
 
Glenn  


